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i have Autism and i need Your help:
Building My learning Team – Part Two
PRecision in vision + sAMPle suPPoRT Menus

by Teresa and erik hedley

i have Autism and i need Your help: 
Building My learning Team – Part Two is 
the eighth article in the mother/son series by 
Teresa and Erik. The series aims to draw out 
the voice of autism – Erik’s perspective – and 
to interpret and teach – Teresa’s voice. The 
articles move from general to specific and 
offer strategies for building resilience and sup-
porting autism. Up Next:  nurturing sibling 
support.

Note: Teresa’s voice is the main body of the 
article. Erik’s voice is indicated in script font. 

Picasso Flowers by Erik Hedley

In pArt one, erik and Teresa presented My Dream Teacher from the perspective of 
autism. Attributes and practical strategies were categorized under Knowledge of Autism, 
overall Qualities and specific strategies. My Dream Teacher is a model: it allows classroom 
teachers to step into the shoes of a student with autism and know what is important. how 
we as teachers communicate information determines how well our students with autism 
receive information. AsD students are environment dependent: good throw, good catch. 
Part Two provides support menus for all members of the teaching/learning team. where 
there is a unified approach, there is growth and progress. we are better collectively than we 
are individually. our children have autism and they need our help building a learning team.

the Best Way to predict the Future is to Create It: 
More Lists!

But wait a minute, you say. There is more to it than this. If we 
tweak the sending agent by making teachers more aware of 
what works for our ASD students, should we not also tweak the 
receiving end and indeed the entire learning team? Absolutely. 
Support is about having everyone on board, but more than 
that, everyone has to be clear about what to do. What is my 
role on the learning team?

Interestingly, there is no lack of suggestions. Psychological reports and other 
evaluations are full of lists of practical and excellent advice. So where is this going 
astray? As I reviewed the recommendations on a number of reports, something struck 
me. It was never made clear who was to do what. There was no tasking given, so the 
tendency – and this is human nature – is to assume that the duty belongs to someone 
else, or to wait for someone else to take charge. The result is hours of work devoted 
to creating reports, and recommendations going unheeded. 

The solution? More lists, of course, but this time, the lists have been abbrevi-
ated, colour-coded and assigned doers. Clarity is every-
thing, and it makes sense, of course, that if all parties 
are focused and clear about what they are to do, the job 
will get done in a much more efficient, efficacious and 
meaningful way.

Clarity: precision in Vision

So, we present a visual, a four-legged stool of support. 
Where the labels are on the stool depends on the child’s 
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age, stage and capability. Some will need 
the teacher to take charge; older teens 
may wish to focus on self-advocacy and 
may be very aware of what works for 
them and how to ask for it. 

The lists which accompany the 
stool are fairly detailed. Do not be over-
whelmed. What you do depends, in part, 
upon the degree to which another team 
member has embraced their role. For 
example, if a teacher is providing models 
for end products, a blueprint and a clear 
set of steps, then a child will not need 
to advocate for this. The point is, the 
guidelines are clearly listed, and if every-
one is aware of what they are or could 
be doing, the stool will be much steadier. 
Meaningful learning is more likely to 
occur.

It takes a village to educate a child, 
and teaching our ASD children is truly 
a group project. Where there is a collec-
tive vision and a unified approach, there 
is growth and progress.

p Learning Team Samples: Student self-advocates for steps; student uses self-talk to connect 
the brain; teacher allows time for information processing; parent helps organize and prioritize 
work.

positive, purposeful and practical

I like lists and I like knowing what to do. I think if we 
all work together, we can be an exciting teaching-
learning team.  I hope that when you read over the 
lists of suggestions, you will think to yourself, “This 
is a great helping hand. This is positive, purposeful 
and practical.”  That is my wish.  I have autism and 
I need your help building my learning team.

Sample Support Menus

Self-Advocacy 
The following checklist should be reviewed with the student and taped into his/her agenda for reference in class.  it can and should 
be modified and expanded to meet the needs of the individual. The  goal is to recognize and identify learning needs (self-awareness) 
and ask for appropriate strategies (self-advocacy).

 i need to self-regulate before i get started (quiet time, relaxation music, deep pressure, fidget toys, natural light, food, water, etc.) 
 i need the instructions written down step by step.
 i need step(s) ________ repeated or re-explained. 
 i need to see a model of the end product. what am i trying to create?
 i need to know how to get started. what is the first step?
 i need help sketching a “blueprint” of the final product.
 i need each section of the blueprint to be broken down into steps.
 i need to know what materials i will need.
 which pieces of technology will i need?
 how will i use the technology to do my assignment?
 how much do i have to get done today?
 what is the timeline for this project?
 how much class time will we have to do this?
 how much is for homework?
 what are the due dates and check points?
 i need you to check in with me to make sure that i am doing the right thing.
 i need more time to complete the work.
 _________________________________________________________
 _________________________________________________________
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Learning Strategies
The following strategies can be used by the student to accentuate strengths and learning styles and support/strengthen deficit areas.  
The list ought to be reviewed, modified and expanded to suit the needs of the individual.

  Am i ready to settle down and work? is there anything i need to do to make my body ready for learning? (use self-regula-
tion strategies such as fidget toys, deep pressure, breaks and breathers, relaxation music, mood lighting.)

  Am i clear about the instructions and expectations? have i used the self-advocacy checklist?
  plan before launch. Brainstorm first and write down ideas. group the ideas. use of organizational software is recom-

mended  (inspiration, smart ideas)
  use “self talk.” talk through the steps. tick off the steps as you work through the assignment.
  Translate the text into a manageable form – text to speech – using technology.
  organizational techniques: use colour-coding, sketches, point form, maps to chunk information.
  Memory/review Strategies:

1. repetition – read through notes frequently 
2. rehearsal – out loud; practice tests and quizzes
3. chunking – grouping and organizing information
4. visualization – picture totems or mind’s eye image
5. word story webs
6. content outlines
7. mnemonics -  songs, rhymes, short poems, acronyms, memorable phrases, visual and kinesthetic forms
8. humour
9. connections to learner’s life 

  Visual Cues:  make use of visual cues like anchor charts, pictures, graphs, in the classroom and in text books.
  Learning Comprehension Strategies: use self-questioning, prediction, review of known facts, story webs, constructing 

pictures to tie together information.
  At home, write a daily homework schedule (a checklist of what needs to be done and when). This helps to practice and 

improve time management.
  practice by pretending to teach/present the information using a white board and a pointer. You have to know it to teach 

it!
  __________________________________________________________
  __________________________________________________________

Feel alone and confused about your child in school?
Need to know how to advocate for your child, or need someone knowledgeable to talk to?
 

call me... ED MAHONY mahony advocacy 

ed.mahony.advocacy@gmail.com 905-906-6021
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teaching Strategies 
The following strategies are helpful for students with expressive and receptive language deficits. The list may be modified, expanded 
and individualized.

 use clear, concrete language.
 Allow for processing time.
 Provide visual schedules outlining the lessons.
 Alert student to changes in the schedule; write changes into the schedule.
 Provide time to transition between topics and learning spaces; transition objects and written cues are effective and 

appreciated.
  Provide written outlines for lengthy topics.
 Provide written step-by-step instructions.
 Provide simple steps (break down into smallest component).
 Provide background knowledge and details; do not assume prior knowledge or understanding.
 clearly explain how to get started. what is the first step? second step?
 if the student requires technology, write down what would be helpful and exactly how it is to be used to complete the 

assignment.
 check to ensure the student is on task.
 how does a student ask for help? ensure the process is clear. 
 Provide a model of the end product.
 help the student sketch out a plan/blueprint of the end product.
 help the student break each section of the blueprint down into steps.
 Provide a timeline for completion with checkpoints and dates.
 Highlight key points.
 Provide content and format reviews for tests.
 Make practice reviews a version/sample of the “real thing.”
 Take up the review in class in order to clarify and re-teach concepts.
 use colour-coding.
 use differentiated instruction/assessment; draw on talents and interests.
 use visual cues such as pictures, anchor charts and graphs.
 use multi-modal teaching such as mnemonics – songs, rhymes, short poems, acronyms, memorable phrases, as well as visual, 

kinesthetic and tactile experiences.
 Provide opportunities for self-regulation – proactive and reactive strategies such as deep pressure, fidget toys, movement 

breaks, relaxation music.
 Make connections to students’ lives, interests, activities.
 Provide questions, outlines and rubrics prior to assignments to guide learning.
 Provide copies of the text books for students’ home use.
 Provide novel study and group assignment information well in advance so that students can read the novel/text at home 

in an auditory form; novel/group work packages handed out in advance help to focus and guide the learning.  
 Provide frequent, specific feedback and praise.
 __________________________________________________________
 __________________________________________________________
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parental Support Strategies
The following list reiterates and supports the goal of  self-awareness and self-advocacy. it also supports the learning and teaching 
strategies outlined in this document. lastly, indirect strategies which relate to learning such as self-regulation, self-esteem and 
personal hygiene are also listed. 

  Provide a quiet workspace free of distractions (ex. a display board carrel).
  establish daily homework “check in” (what is for homework?).
  help write a homework schedule (checklist of what is to be accomplished and when). This helps to promote time 

management.
  help child to get started – identify steps.
  help child talk through assignment and highlight “self-talk.”
  help child to identify what he or she does not know; what needs to be asked/clarified (self-advocacy).
  help child identify and use technology to complete assignment.
  help child establish organizational techniques – colour coding, webs, maps.
  help child with memory and review strategies as outlined under “learning strategies” (repetition, rehearsal, visualiza-

tion, songs, rhymes, etc.).
  Read over outlines/questions together to focus learning prior to assignments, novel studies, etc.
  Make and do practice tests and quizzes together at home.
  help child with learning comprehension strategies such as self-questioning, prediction, review of known facts, story 

webs, constructing pictures to tie together information.
  help child to access ‘talking books’ such as audio books on iTunes, books online via Bookshare, etc in order to pre-read 

novels at home before child encounters hard-copy at school.
  Teach self-regulation techniques (proactive and reactive) in order to bring body and mind to appropriate state for learn-

ing (deep pressure, fidget toys, outdoor breaks, trampoline, water play, relaxation music, and so forth).
  Try self-esteem builders (positive messages, framed work, opportunities for altruistic acts, room décor to support inter-

ests and activities, etc.); how you see yourself impacts how well you receive information.
  Teach the importance of personal hygiene, how it relates to self-esteem, social acceptance, self-image and learning.
  Provide frequent, specific feedback and praise.
  __________________________________________________________
  __________________________________________________________

Your thoughts? If you would like to offer your 
thoughts, suggestions, or ideas, please connect 
with us via son_mom@live.com. While we do 
not promise to return e-mails, we welcome 
your feedback. 

References:
1. Four-Legged Stool Model – sanzplans.com
2. Support Menus – Some of the strategies listed were gleaned from professional reports – OT, 

SLP, psychological, social work; Individualized Education Plans (IEPs), and from this author’s 
professional knowledge (BCTF and OCT). In response to “What do you need to succeed?” 
Erik also offered up a good deal of insight and wisdom. When asked to list attributes of their 
most effective and inspirational teachers, all three of my teenagers provided valuable strate-
gies and qualities. What is good for autism is good for all; and what is good for all is often 
good for autism.

3. Artwork in the style of Picasso by Erik Hedley, 2014. Erik has begun illustrating in the style 
of famous artists who were original thinkers. Spanish artist Pablo Picasso is featured for his 
unique perspective.


